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Abstract
Dynamic transportation algorithms possess applications in disaster planning an emergency response. Two important prerequisites
to build and test dynamic transportation network vulnerability assessment algorithms are (i) map extraction tools and (ii) an accurate
network demand proﬁle to test algorithms on these maps. This paper describes the tools built to enable dynamic transportation
network vulnerability assessment algorithms, including a discussion of the architecture of the software applications developed to
extract maps and collect dynamic network demand data using a smartphone app.
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1. Introduction
Transportation engineering researchers develop models to assess the congestion and vulnerability of networks.
However, the most readily accessible maps are not necessarily those of greatest concern to security agencies such as
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and its components such as the Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) and Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). For example, protecting major metropolitan areas such
as New York City, Washington, DC, Los Angeles, and Boston, from mass casualty terrorist attacks is a serious concern
as well as international cities in allied countries. Similarly, protecting coastal cities at low elevation which are prone
to ﬂooding and other cities susceptible to a spectrum of natural disasters require coordinated response and evacuation.
Given the critical nature of the ground transportation network to conduct emergency planning and real time disaster
relief, no plan should be considered complete without a thorough assessment of the roles a transportation network must
play during an event and the negative consequences of potentially severe degradation imposed by adverse conditions.
Previous research inlcudes the development of open source tools such as Network Explorer for Traﬃc Analysis
(NextA) [1], which possesses the capability to extract static maps. However, the NextA user interface does not
provide a simple mechanism to read Open Street Map data correctly. For example, attempts to extract New York
City maps have resulted in broken links and incorrect node placement. Moreover, it does not output the network in
the familiar format that many transportation engineering researchers would use as input to algorithms to solve the
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traﬃc assignment problem [2] and related network vulnerability and resilience [3] problems that have been build
upon this basic network ﬂow problem. Other commercial software such as VISSIM [4], DynusT [5] and AimSun [6]
may provide polished interfaces and adequate functionality. However, they are prohibitively expensive for academic
research and charge government organizations a recurring license fee.
This paper describes the components of two software applications we are developing to enable transportation net-
work vulnerability research on a broad range of cities throughout the world. The ﬁrst application extracts static maps
from widely used open source maps ﬁle formats such as Open Street Maps (OSM) [7]. The second is a smartphone
app to anonymously collect the geo-coordinates of travelers to construct the dynamic (time-varying) demand proﬁle
of a transportation network. This project will thus oﬀer tools for the transportation network and disaster relief research
communities to develop and assess vulnerability and resilience algorithms. Our speciﬁc research goals are to develop a
framework to implement and test various dynamic transportation network vulnerability assessment algorithms, which
will allow decision support systems for dynamic defense allocation and surveillance as well as promote the coordina-
tion of orderly evacuation and response. An additional goal of this eﬀort is to attract additional researchers to network
vulnerability and emergency management problems that depend on transportation networks as a critical infrastructure.
This graph extraction tool possesses broader applicability, enabling graph extraction for the sake of conducting any
form of general transportation engineering research. We illustrate our tools through a series of examples on small and
large maps to illustrate their potential to advance the state of the art in transportation and disaster relief planning.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the research framework we envision. Section 3 describes the
components and use of the map extraction tool, while Section 4 presents the smartphone app to collect traﬃc network
demand data. Section 5 provides illustrations and Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Framework
Figure 1 provides an overview of the framework containing the static map extraction and smartphone app.
Fig. 1: Framework Overview
The top left section of the ﬁgure shows the static map extraction process in which data from an Open Street Map is
converted and stored in a format compatible with the widely used Transportation Network Test Problem (TNTP) [2]
format. The bottom left section of Figure 1 shows a number of smartphones collecting demographic and Global
Positioning System (GPS) data to anonymously characterize travel within the transportation network, implicitly mea-
suring each user’s demand for links within the network at a speciﬁc time of day. Data from individual phones can be
aggregated to proﬁle network demand data for a particular road network. The combination of a static map and demand
data can be used as inputs for various transportation network assignment (TNA) and transportation vulnerability as-
sessment (TVA) algorithms. Thus, these map extraction and demand proﬁling tools can be used with any Open Street
Maps, allowing researchers to test algorithms on networks other than available from the TNTP website [2].
The static map extraction scripts were written primarily in the Python programming language, while certain por-
tions of the code were written in C to accelerate the performance of the application on large maps. In the present
program, a user types simple inputs at the command line interface. The demographic and network demand data
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collection smartphone app has been implemented for the Android (Java) platform, while a similar app is under devel-
opment for iOS (Apple).
3. Map Extraction Tool
This section describes the components of the map extraction framework introduced in Section 2, including the
Open Street Maps ﬁle format, the static map extraction application, and transportation test network problem format.
3.1. Open Street Maps
Open Street Map (OSM) [7] is an open source and collaborative project to create free and editable maps of the
world, which can be shared through the common XML (extensible markup language) format. An OSM ﬁle contains
four core elements:
1. Nodes are points with geographic locations stored as latitude and longitude. They are used to represent map
features with no size such as points of interest or mountain peaks.
2. Ways are an ordered list of nodes representing a line or a polygon. They are used to represent features such as
roads, streets, rivers, or areas such as parking lots, and forests.
3. Relations are ordered lists of nodes and ways collectively known as members, where each member can be as-
signed a role. Examples of relations are turn restrictions on roads, and routes spanning existing ways.
4. Tags are key-value pairs which are used to store metadata related to a node, way or relation. For example, in this
project, nodes and ways with tags related to roads are extracted.
Listing 1 provides an example of a node.
1 <node i d=” 65652978 ” v i s i b l e=” t r u e ” ver s i on=”1” c h a ng e s e t=” 113776 ” t imes t amp=”2007−10−12
T03:53:50Z ” u s e r=”MassGIS Impor t ” u i d=” 15750 ” l a t=” 41 .6326260 ” lon=” −71.0068250 ”>
2 < t a g k=” a t t r i b u t i o n ” v=” O f f i c e o f Geograph ic and Env i r onmen t a l I n f o rma t i o n ( MassGIS ) ” />
3 < t a g k=” s ou r c e ” v=” ma s s g i s impo r t v 0 . 1 20071009102548 ” />< / node>
Listing 1: Node representation
Line 1 of the listing shows properties associated with the node, while Table 1 explains the diﬀerent meaning of each
of these properties.
Key Description
node id Unique identiﬁer for the node
visible Node shown on map if true (hidden otherwise)
version Version number of node (Incremented when node data changes)
changeset Record of bulk uploads, deletes, or changes to the map
timestamp Time stamp in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) when the node was uploaded
user Username of the individual who contributed the node to OSM
uid Unique numeric identiﬁer associated with the username
lat Node latitude
lon Node longitude
Table 1: Node XML description
Lines 2 and 3 provide key/value (k/v) pairs. Line 2 is the attribution tag which identiﬁes the organization that con-
tributed the node, while line 3 shows the name of the source ﬁle from which the data was derived provided.
Listing 2 provides an example of a way.
1 <way i d=” 8988229 ” v i s i b l e=” t r u e ” ver s i on=”4” c h a ng e s e t=” 31575658 ” t imes t amp=”2015−05−30
T02:12:10Z ” u s e r=” jamacho ” u id=” 574454 ”>
2 <nd r e f=” 65652978 ” />
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3 <nd r e f=” 3557278301 ” />
4 <nd r e f=” 65759935 ” />
5 <nd r e f=” 65639684 ” />
6 <nd r e f=” 65839367 ” />
7 <nd r e f=” 65835639 ” />
8 <nd r e f=” 65782972 ” />
9 <nd r e f=” 65791157 ” />
10 <nd r e f=” 65704676 ” />
11 < t a g k=” a t t r i b u t i o n ” v=” O f f i c e o f Geograph ic and Env i r onmen t a l I n f o rma t i o n ( MassGIS ) ” />
12 < t a g k=” c o n d i t i o n ” v=” good ” />
13 < t a g k=” highway ” v=” r e s i d e n t i a l ” />
14 < t a g k=” l a n e s ” v=”2” />
15 < t a g k=” ma s s g i s :way i d ” v=” 153706 ” />
16 < t a g k=”name” v=” Un i v e r s i t y Ring Road” />
17 < t a g k=” oneway ” v=” yes ” />
18 < t a g k=” s ou r c e ” v=” ma s s g i s impo r t v 0 . 1 20071009102548 ” />
19 < t a g k=”maxspeed ” v=” 30 mph” />
20 < t a g k=” wid th ” v=” 30 .5 ” />< /way>
Listing 2: Way representation
The data contained in line 1 of a way is the same as a node data structure. Lines 2 through 10 list the unique numeric
node identiﬁes which constitute the path. Table 2 describes the diﬀerent key value pairs given on lines 11 through 19.
Key Description
attribution Name of the organization/individual that contributed the data
condition Describes the condition of the road
highway Describes the type of road. Valid values include motorway, trunk, primary, residential, etc...
lanes Number of lanes on way
massgis:way id Custom tag of the uploader (Enables compatibility with provider’s legacy database)
name Name of the road
oneway Value to deﬁne whether the road is a one way
source Name of the ﬁle from which the data was imported
maxspeed Speed limit on the section of road
width Width of the road in meters
Table 2: Way XML tags
3.2. Static map extraction
The extraction tool accepts command line input according to the following syntax
1 map e x t r a c t < i n p u t OSM f i l e n ame> <ou t p u t TNTP f i l e n ame> <o p t i o n s>
Listing 3: Command format
where map extract is the name of the program, 〈input OSM ﬁlename〉 the name of the OSM ﬁle to be processed,
〈output TNTP ﬁlename〉 the name of the ﬁle to be output in TNTP format to be described in greater detail in Sec-
tion 3.3. The option -i outputs the network ﬁle as a png image. The option -b includes buildings in the output ﬁle,
which may be appropriate in many situations. One example is an earthquake, where building collapse may lead to
blocked roads that impede emergency vehicles.
3.3. TNTP compatible format
This section describes the TNTP format extracted from Open Street Map input, including network data about the
properties of links and nodes as well as trip data indicating the volume of traveler demand to move between locations
within the network.
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3.3.1. Network Data
The network description ﬁles available from the transportation test problem website [2] provide four pieces of
metadata information, which summarize a static network enabling input into a transportation network assignment or
transportation vulnerability assessment algorithm. This meta data includes: the number of zones and nodes within a
map. In many cases, the number of zones and nodes is equal. However, it is possible that zones contain more than
one node. The ﬁrst thru node is a number indicating the ﬁrst node, which is neither the source or destination of any
trip. An example is an intersection where trips pass through but do not stop. Thus, it may be that a map possesses
signiﬁcantly fewer nodes where travel originates or ends, enabling the speciﬁcation of a demand matrix equal to the
size of this smaller number of non-thru nodes to conserve memory in a computer representation of the travel demand.
For example, the network of Anaheim, California [2] contains 416 nodes, but the ﬁrst thru node is 39, meaning that
there are only 38 nodes that serve as a source or destination. Thus, the demand matrix contains only 382 = 1444
entries, not 4162 = 173, 056, requiring less than 1% of the memory than if nodes 39 and above were not identiﬁed as
thru nodes. The meta data also speciﬁes the number of links connecting the nodes in the network.
The remainder of the network data ﬁle describes the properties of the in a network in tabular form. Each row
represents a single link with columns containing the following information:
Column name Description
Initial node Numeric identiﬁer of node from which link originates
Terminal node Numeric identiﬁer of node to which link ends
Link capacity Number of vehicles link can accommodate per unit time
Link length Length of link (Distance unit speciﬁed by user)
Free ﬂow time Ratio of link length and speed limit
B Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) α coeﬃcient (See Equation (1) below)
Power Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) β coeﬃcient (See Equation (1) below)
Speed limit Posted speed limit for vehicles traveling on link
Toll Indicates whether link is a toll road or not
Link type Integer value indicating type of link. Road, rail, etc...
Table 3: TNTP Network ﬁle description
The four values for the free ﬂow travel time (FFTT ), B, capacity, and power serve as parameters of a link
congestion function such as the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) [8] equation
link travel time = FFTT ×
(
1 + B
(
f low
capacity
)power)
(1)
where ﬂow is the independent variable specifying how many vehicles are traveling on that link. Examination of
Equation (1) indicates that increasing ﬂow causes the link travel time to go to inﬁnity, corresponding to a traﬃc jam.
Clearly increasing capacity lowers the ratio of ﬂow divided by capacity, easing the congestion that occurs when the
volume of ﬂow is high. These parameters enable transportation engineers to study the beneﬁt of widening roads as
well as the negative impact of temporary lane or road closure due to construction as well as disaster scenarios that
render a link impassable.
The cost to use a link can then be speciﬁed as [8]
link cost = link travel time + (toll factor × toll) + (Distance factor × distance) (2)
where link travel time is given by Equation (1), toll factor is determined by the type of vehicle, and distance factor
variables such as fuel eﬃciency and rate of vehicle wear.
Previous transportation network test problems used the default values for the BPR coeﬃcients namely, B = 0.15
and power = 4. However, there is no guaranteed that this method of characterizing congestion at the link level
properly captures network level congestion. Nevertheless, curve ﬁtting methods [9] based on traﬃc ﬂow and link
travel time can estimate link speciﬁc values of B and Power. Furthermore, GPS co-ordinates of the nodes are often
unavailable in existing transportation network test problem ﬁles. Thus, the map extraction tool provides additional
information that will be useful for map visualization and algorithms that require this spatial information.
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3.3.2. Trip data
Similar to network data, the trip data ﬁle begins with metadata, including the number of zones and total origin-
destination (OD) ﬂow, which represents the total number of vehicles present in the network. This meta data is followed
by the demand matrix for the non-thru nodes of the network. The following listing shows a portion of a demand matrix
1 O r i g i n 1
2 1 : 0 . 0 ; 2 : 1 0 0 . 0 ; 3 : 1 0 0 . 0 ; 4 : 5 0 0 . 0 ; 5 : 2 0 0 . 0 ;
3 . . .
4 O r i g i n 2
5 . . .
Listing 4: Trip Table (Demand Matrix)
Line 1 of Listing 4 identiﬁes that the trips originate from node one. The second line shows the number of vehicles
wishing to travel to nodes one through ﬁve. There is no demand to travel to node one from node one because the
traveler is “already there.” Thus, the diagonal of the matrix is zero. Nodes two through ﬁve, however, all possess a
nonzero number of vehicle trips. This repeats for each node from which trips originate.
4. Network demand data collection
Figure 2 shows an overview of the components of network demand data collection process.
Fig. 2: Network demand data collection process
The app has been implemented for Android smartphones and is also being developed for Apple (iOS) platforms.
Together, Android and iOS phones constitute approximately 96.7% of the smartphone market [10] and can be easily
and widely distributed through the app store of their respective platforms. This app allows a user to start and stop GPS
data collection with a simple interface containing buttons. It also allows the user to provide anonymous demographic
data to collect information commonly requested on surveys administered by the Department of Transportation. As
data is collected, it is sent to a secure webserver hosted on the UMass Dartmouth campus via the smartphone’s internet
connection.
This webserver processes the data transmitted, aggregating it into aMySQL database for easy retrieval and analysis.
Our ongoing work will implement a visual interface to query the data collected so that users unfamiliar with database
program can glean high level insights from the data collected. Section 4.1 discusses the smartphone app, while
Section 4.2 brieﬂy describes the server implementation.
4.1. Phone application
After launching the app, the user is greeted with the home screen as shown in Figure 3a. This is the main screen
with in the app from which the user can access various features. Pressing the “SETTINGS” button opens the settings
menu shown in Figure 3b. This is where the user can provide some or all of their demographic data. Currently, the
smartphone app allows the user to enter demographic data, including age, race gender, and occupation categories. In
addition to identifying undeserved populations where public transportation could be improved, this demographic data
will allow anonymous characterization of implicit bias that may exist in public transportation such as limited access
to individuals living in certain geographical regions outside the center of a city [11]. This list will be expanded to a
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(a) Main screen of the app (b) Settings screen of the app (c) Tracking screen of the app
Fig. 3: Smartphone Application
more comprehensive set of variables commonly found in surveys, enabling much greater response rates to otherwise
expensive surveys upon which planning decisions are made.
Once the user has entered their demographic data, they can manually start tracking their position by pressing the
“START TRACKING” button. This starts a background process which collects data without requiring the user to keep
the app active on the screen. In other words, the user is free to use the smartphone as they wish without interrupting
the data collection process which continues in the background. This background process ﬁrst checks whether the
phone lies within the data collection area, also known as a geofence. If the user is within the geofence, accurate
data collection begins, otherwise the app waits for the user to enter the designated area. This geofence is intended to
preserve privacy of users traveling outside the area of interest and conserve phone energy by not collecting geodata
outside of this area. When the user is ready to share their data, they can press the “UPLOAD DATA” button on the
main screen of the application. Trip data stored in the smartphone’s memory is sent to secure servers on the University
of Massachusetts Dartmouth campus where they are processed for analysis.
4.2. Server Implementation
The server to store the trip data collected by smartphones was implemented using Apache, which receives data
from the phones and inserts it in a mySQL database. When a phone makes a data collection request, the server
generates a trip number and the amount of time for which the phone should collect data and send this information
to the phone. Thus, data collection sessions are not uniquely identiﬁable, even on the same phone, as the session is
associated with a unique trip number. This enables reconstruction of individual trips in order to analyze the sequence
of movements made by the traveler, while preserving anonymity. The phone collects data for the requested amount of
time and attaches the demographic data along with the trip number.
5. Illustrations
This section provides illustrations of the map extraction tool and location data collection smartphone app.
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5.1. Map extraction
Figure 4 shows the result of extracting a small scale map of the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth campus.
Figure 4a shows the raw OSM map, whereas Figure 4b shows the road network with simple nodes and edges. An
OSM map may contain many intermediate nodes that are not intersections. The initial OSM map extracted had 1087
nodes which was reduced to 218 nodes in the ﬁnal graph which will conserve substantial memory when running traﬃc
assignment algorithms as noted in Section 3.3.1.
(a) Openstreet map of UMass Dartmouth campus (b) Extracted graph of Umass Dartmouth campus
Fig. 4: Small scale maps
Figure 5 shows a large scale map of New York City, where 5a is the raw OSM map and 5b is the network extracted.
(a) Openstreet map of New York City (b) Extracted graph of New York City
Fig. 5: Large scale maps
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Eliminating thru nodes, reduced the total number of nodes from 180,477 to 74,312 nodes. Processing this large map
on a Linux based desktop computer with an Intel R© i5 processor and 8 GB of RAM required 72 seconds.
5.2. Network Demand Data
Fig. 6: UMass Dartmouth Campus with GPS track
In this experiment, the phone app was conﬁgured to collect data within a one kilometer radius from the center of
the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth campus. The data temporarily stored on the phone is kept in an encrypted
ﬁle along with the demographic data. Figure 6 shows the sample trip superimposed on the campus map. Each triangle
in the ﬁgure represents a GPS co-ordinate recorded by the app. The speed of the vehicle was calculated by computing
the distance between two GPS coordinates and dividing it by the time diﬀerence between them. Next, the moving
average of ﬁve consecutive points was calculated and plotted as the time series graph given in Figure 7. The peaks
and troughs labeled in the graph indicate when the vehicle sped up and slowed down. These numbers are also shown
in Figure 6. The slow downs correspond to the vehicle either approaching a turn or a stop sign. At point 14, the driver
parked his car and walked towards a building which is clearly visible in the time series graph where the average speed
is approximately 3 to 4 miles per hour.
6. Conclusion
This paper presents two applications to provide essential inputs to traﬃc assignment algorithms. The graph ex-
traction tool exhibited high performance on a large-scale map of New York City. The smartphone app anonymously
collects GPS and demographic data.
Future research will enhance the map extraction tool by providing a simple graphical user interface and allow users
to precisely specify the region of a map they would like to extract for the needs of their particular study. We also
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Fig. 7: Time Series of GPS track
plan to automate the main interface of the smartphone app, removing the user buttons that require manual upload. It
will also turn the app on and oﬀ automatically based on the users activity as well as a proﬁle setting indicating how
frequently they would like to contribute their travel data, enabling them to conserve the charge on their phone.
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